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Catching Fire is a box office success
by Sean Clark
Humor Editor

The highly anticipated movie adaptation of the second Hunger Games book,
Catching Fire, came out Nov. 22, and grossed 307.7 million dollars worldwide
its opening weekend. That is 45 percent up from The Hunger Games’ 211.8
million dollars global debut back in March of 2012. The thrilling sequel has
received a 75 from Metacritic and an 89 percent fresh rating on Rotten Tomatoes.
Catching Fire takes place just a few weeks after Katniss Everdeen and Peeta
Mellark defied the government by manipulating the rules of the Hunger Games,
allowing both of them to be victors. The two victors prepare to go on a victory
tour, visiting the
other eleven districts and finally,
The Capitol. Before
their departure, President Snow warns them
that they must squash the idea
that they are rebels by emphasizing their fake romance.
On the tour, Katniss and Peeta
see how their actions in the games
have started a nationwide rebellion. The
couple finally return to District 12, where
they find that circumstances have gotten

much worse. Gale, Katniss’ life-long friend, is whipped
in public until Katniss intervenes. The Capitol
is preparing for the third “Quarter Quell”
which is a more intense and brutal version of the Hunger Games. A “Quarter
Quell” is held every 25 years, and each
“Quarter Quell” has a new rule that
drastically changes the games. This
year, the tributes are selected from
the existing pool of victors. Katniss,
being the only living female victor
from District 12, is thrust back into
the Hunger Games, with Peeta.
Catching Fire amazed me and
easily topped the first movie in the series.
At first, the change of directors worried me,
but Francis Lawrence proved that he has a deep
understanding of the books. The two and a half hour long
movie is intense, action packed, and haunting. Academy
Award winner Jennifer Lawrence played Katniss Everdeen flawlessly. Overall, the acting is phenomenal. The film does leave out some minor details in order to keep the
film under three hours, but the absence of these details are made up for tastefully. .
If you haven’t watched or read The Hunger Games, I would recommend watching, re-watching, or reading the first book because Catching Fire expects that its audience has the first film fresh in their memory.

Peppermint Bark Delights
by Kelsey Fleming

Looking for a festive way to welcome the holiday
season? Easy to make and delicious to eat, peppermint
bark is a Christmas classic everyone is sure to enjoy.
Total Time:
25 minutes
Ingredients:
50 grams peppermint candy canes
200 grams dark chocolate
200 grams white chocolate
Directions:
Break the peppermint candy canes into pieces and
place them in a plastic bag. Cover the plastic bag using a
dish towel, making sure to expel as much excess air as
possible from the bag. Then, place the plastic bag on a
hard surface and crush the candy canes using a rolling
pin. After the candy canes are fully crushed, melt the
dark chocolate in a microwave-safe dish on mediumhigh and stir every 30 seconds until the substance is
smooth. Repeat this process for the white chocolate
using another dish. Then, pour the dark chocolate onto
a parchment-lined baking tray until it is about 1mm
thick, and then, pour the white chocolate onto the tray.
Sprinkle the chocolate with the crushed candy cane
pieces, and then set it aside for 20 minutes or place it
in the refrigerator. Once the peppermint bark has set,
break it into several pieces and serve.

Dickens Fair comes to SF
Culture Editor

Although California is far away from London and
the streets of San Francisco are far from snowy, patrons
of the Charles Dickens Fair can step into the wintry
streets of Christmas time London. This event is housed
in the Cow Palace in San Francisco, and although the
thirty dollars entrance fee seems steep, it is worth
every penny. At the entrance, a jolly ticket collector
who both welcome you to London and wish you a
“Happy Christmas”. Inside, the warehouse has been
transformed to look like the snowy streets of London,
and the bustling Christmas crowd is full of costumed
actors and patrons alike. Many characters from Dickens’ novels are present, including the ghosts of Christmas past, present, and future. Large christmas trees
stand in the middle of the streets and the british flag
is strung from the roof of the warehouse. The streets
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Easy Gifts to Make

are lined with shops that sell everything from jewelry
and antique books, to jam and candles, and there are
also specialty shops which allow customers to write
telegrams, pose for old-fashion pictures, and learn
how printing presses and other equipment is used.
Along with shops, there are pubs, tea houses,
dance halls, and shows. Many of the activities are
aimed towards families, with jugglers, puppet shows,
and magicians; but there are more adult activities such
as the “Can-Can” show and the 18 and over, “Naughty
French Postcard Showcase.”
There is something for everyone at the Dickens
Fair, whether you enjoy dressing in costume and
trying out your British accent, or if you simply go
for the good food and feeling of Christmas. The fair
is a wonderful holiday event and runs every weekend
until Dec. 22, so make sure to check it out.
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If your holiday budget is a little low this season,
let these DIY gifts lead you to the hearts of your
loved ones. These handmade presents are guaranteed to please friends, family, and even co-workers
and classmates.
Herbal Tea Kit
Supplies: A plastic container sealed compartments, or small vessels and little jars, bagged or
loose black tea, and optional spices such as fennel
seeds, nutmeg, whole black peppercorns,whole
cardamom pods, ground ginger, cinnamon sticks,
teal leaves, whole cloves, brown sugar/white sugar/
any other sweetener.
How To: Separate each spice into different jars
or containers by color, label each compartment with
it’s corresponding spice, and seal with wrapping
paper or a festive ribbon. You could also include
a handmade pamphlet of tea recipes, tea leaf
readings, and facts about tea’s healing properties.
Teacup Candles
Supplies: Teacups, saucers (optional), beeswax
pellets (or soy wax or paraffin wax), a wick, pieces
of cardboard.
How To: Preheat the oven to 250 degrees. Fill
the teacup with wax a few centimeters below the
edge. Staple two pieces of paper together and the
wick sits in between them to hold them up with
the rims of the teacup, and stick it in the wax so
that the wick sticks out of the center of the wax.
Put the cup in the oven. Leave them in there until
all the wax is melted. (Beeswax needs a lot longer
than soy wax to melt). Once they are melted, turn
off the oven and leave them in there to slowly cool
off over night. If wax cools off too fast, it can crack
and make for a pretty unattractive candle. In the
morning, you can take out your teacup, trim the
wick, and wrap up to gift!
Cat Treats
Supplies: 1 jar (2-1/2 ounces) strained ham or
chicken baby food, 5/8 cup wheat germ, 5/8 cup
non-fat milk powder, 1 egg, beaten
How To: Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Spray
a cookie sheet with vegetable oil spray. Mix the
baby food, wheat germ, milk powder, and egg in a
medium bowl. Drop around 1/2 teaspoonful onto
prepared baking sheet and bake for 12-15 minutes.
Remove this from the oven and let it cool on a
wire rack. Store baked treats in airtight container
or plastic bag and place in refrigerator or freezer.
Personalized Photo Albums
Supplies: A small, plain photo album, photos
of you and the giftee, and scrapbooking materials
(stickers, jewels, glue, glitter, paint, decorative
paper, colored pens, etc)
How To: Everything is up to you! Stick all the
photos in chronological order to form a sort of
narrative, organize them by color, or even put them
in random order. Caption your photos with dates,
captions, thoughts, retrospects, etc. Decorate cover
and the pages to your hearts desire.
Whatever gift you choose to make, any of these
homemade treasures are sure to impress a friend,
family member, or loved one.

